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At AEI Fabrication, we specialize in cost-saving high-speed, precision
laser cutting combined with efficient, full-service metal fabrication
and machining, milling & turning capabilities to create a cost-effective,
turn-key solution for clientele in a wide range of industry sectors.

Founded in 1995, we’ve been fabricating aluminum, steel and stainless
industrial products and projects for over twenty years. We count many of
the Fortune 2000 among our clientele, in industries including warehousing,
trucking, shipping, logistics, big-box retail, grocery, sports, alternative
energy, entertainment, food service, manufacturing and education. We’re
also proud to serve those that serve our country, with the U.S. Air Force
and NASA among our family of valued clients.

Our tenets of success start with a ‘can-do’ attitude fostered by our
founder’s leadership that opens minds to possibilities and drives solution
creation. AEI Fabrication is known industry-wide for working closely with
clientele throughout the entire product development and production
process to ensure the utmost in cost-efficiencies and customer satisfaction.

With our wide range of services from design to engineering to laser cutting to
welding to machining to logistics, think of us as your ‘in-house’ fabricator.
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Our friendly design and engineering staff will work hand-in-
hand with you to take your project or product from concept
through development to completion.  Our decades of experience
in creating products for complex environments and demanding
industries enables us to perform at a very high, professional
level regardless of the project or size.

DESIGN & ENGINEERING

Simply put, we are the best in the industry at listening to and
working with you to develop the perfect fabrication solution for
your product or project that exceeds expectations and utilizes
all cost-efficiencies. When it comes to product development,
consider our AEI Fab Design & Engineering team your team.
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•SOLIDWORKS PREMIUM with SIMULATION PROFESSIONAL 2015

•FABRIWIN 2014/AP100 US: The most widely used CAD/CAM 
package available for sheet metal fabrication and the 
leading industry solution for programming Punching, Laser,
WaterJet, Plasma and Combination Punch Cut CNC machines

•Adobe Illustrator for dimensional design work, alpha-
numeric work and extrusion

AEI FAB CAD/CAM



PRECISION LASER CUTTING
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AMADA LC 3015 F1 NT LASER CUTTING SYSTEM

Our 6,000-Watt AMADA LC3015 F1 NT high-
speed Laser Cutting System enables us to cut
metal up to 1.5-inch thickness with tremendous,
error-free laser precision. Even the most complex
designs are simplified and executed in one-
third of the time by our laser cutting system,
which is one of a handful in the United States.

The LC3015 F1 NT is engineered to provide
high-speed processing, ultra-precise accuracy,
superior cutting quality and a full-range of
capabilities. Our laser cutting system also utilizes
a cell system approach to automation, with an 
optimal configuration selection for your
project production and fabrication process. 

Our AMADA LC3015 F1 NT brings productivity
and output to a new level, saving you additional
money on every run for your job.

•LASER POWER :: 6,000 Watts
•TRAVEL METHOD :: Stationary table, X, Y & Z-axis movement for cutting head
•CONTROL METHOD :: X, Y & Z simultaneous 3 axis control
•DRIVE MOTORS :: Linear   
•MAXIMUM SHEET SIZE :: 60” (Y) x 120” (X)
•MAXIMUM CUT THICKNESS :: 1.5 inches  (varies per alloy)
•MAXIMUM MATERIAL WEIGHT :: 2,000 lbs.
•MAXIMUM AXIS TRAVEL :: 61” (Y) x 121” (X) x 3.94” (Z)
•MAXIMUM AXIS POSITIONING SPEED :: 4.724”/min (6,681”/min 45˚ vector)
•MAXIMUM SPEED Z-AXIS :: 4.724 inches per minute
•POSITIONING ACCURACY :: 0.0004” for the entire table

•ACCELERATION :: X, Y: 1.5G  Z: 3G



PUNCHING & STAMPING
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We utilize the most efficient punching and stamping technology with an Amada
EM2510 NT Servo Drive Turret and a PEGA255 punch press.  Our Amada turret
punches complete your job with high-precision and the utmost in quality. Our punching
and stamping systems are operated to achieve efficient cycle times with up to 20+
ton capacity at a variety of dimensions and material thicknesses.  These systems
give you the opportunity to take advantage of the many newer processing capabilities
available, while completing your job in a cost-efficient and ecologically-sensitive way. 

AMADA EM2510 NT SERVO DRIVE TURRET PUNCH PRESS

•PRESS CAPACITY :: 22 TONS
•MAXIMUM HOLE DIAMETER :: 4.500”
•TRAVEL METHOD :: X and Y axes work piece movement
•CONTROL METHOD :: X, Y, T & C
•DRIVE MOTORS :: Fanuc AC Servo (X, Y, T, C, Z1, Z2)  
•MAXIMUM SHEET SIZE :: 50.0” (Y) x 196.85” (X) with on repositioning cycle
•MAXIMUM SHEET THICKNESS :: 0.135”
•MAXIMUM MATERIAL WEIGHT :: 110 lb. At F1  (330 lbs. At F4)
•MAXIMUM AXIS TRAVEL :: 98.425” (X) x 50.0” (Y)
•MAXIMUM LINEAR TABLE SPEED (X/Y/COMBINED) :: 3934 IPM / 3149 IPM / 5039 IPM
•PUNCHING ACCURACY :: +/- 0.004” (+/- .0027” in High Accuracy Mode)
•POSITIONING ACCURACY :: +/- 0.001”
•REPEATABILITY :: +/- 0.001”

AMADA PEGA 255 SERVO PUNCH PRESS
•PRESS CAPACITY :: 22 TONS
•PRESS STROKE :: 1.26 Inches
•MAXIMUM HOLE DIAMETER :: 3.5 Inches
•TURRET CAPACITY :: 31 Stations (3 auto-index)
•TRAVEL METHOD :: X and Y axes work piece movement
•CONTROL METHOD :: X, Y, T & C
•DRIVE MOTORS :: Fanuc AC Servo (X, Y, T, C)  
•MAXIMUM SHEET SIZE :: 50” (Y) x 100.00” (X) with one repositioning cycle
•MAXIMUM SHEET THICKNESS :: 0.250” with Ball Transfer Table

10-gage (0.135”) with Brush Transfer Table
•MAXIMUM MATERIAL WEIGHT :: 231 lb. (F4), 110 lb. (F1) with Ball Transfer Table

110 lb. (F1) with Brush Transfer Table
•MAXIMUM AXIS TRAVEL :: 50.0” (X) x 50.0” (Y)
•MAXIMUM LINEAR TABLE SPEED (X/Y) :: 2559 IPM (X), 1968 IPM (Y) 
•PUNCHING ACCURACY :: +/- 0.004”

•POSITIONING ACCURACY :: +/-0.0014”

•REPEATABILITY :: +/- 0.001”



At AEI Fabrication, we utilize a variety of
AMADA Press Brakes to offer a wide range of
metal bending and forming services. From
forming complex fixture shapes to pressing
consistent patterns, our forming capabilities
can handle your project. With eco-friendly systems
predicated on low energy consumption, our
forming systems provide unparalleled precision
and performance in both processing and
backgauge speed to ensure project savings. 

BENDING & FORMING
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•88-ton capacity
•98.62" maximum bend length
•80.71" distance between side plate
•14.57" open height
•3.97" stroke length
•.43"/sec. bending speed
•AMNC-IS control

AMADA HG 2204 247-TON PRESS BRAKE

•TONNAGE (US) :: 247 Tons
•MAXIMUM BEND LENGTH :: 169.3 Inches
•DISTANCE BETWEEN FRAMES :: 148 Inches
•STROKE LENGTH :: 9.8 Inches   
•OPEN HEIGHT (No Holders) :: 20.5 Inches
•THROAT DEPTH :: 17.7 Inches
•APPROACH SPEED :: 8.7 Inches per Second
•BENDING SPEED :: .79 Inches per Second
•RETURN SPEED :: 9.8 Inches per Second
•MACHINE L X W X H :: 209 x 95 x 127 Inches

•MACHINE WEIGHT :: 41,100 lbs.

•88-ton capacity
•101" maximum bend length
•18.5" open height (without clamps)
•7.87" stroke
•±.00004" ram repeatability

AMADA RG 8024 DOWN-ACTING PRESS BRAKE

AMADA FB3 1025 UP-ACTING PRESS BRAKE



WELDING & ASSEMBLY
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Our highly-trained AEI Fab welding technicians have decades
of experience in the sheet metal welding and assembly
processes.  AEI Fab welding techs operate at AMADA and
Miller work stations and are capable of handling small, mid-
sized and large production jobs at the most detailed welding
specifications and stringent of certifications for you.  

You can also benefit from our specialized AEI teams that have
expertise in all ranges of product assembly, from steel components
to various weldments to punched/formed aluminum and alloy
architecture for components, including electrical and lighting.
We form and assemble thousands of aluminum, steel and
alloy products and fixtures every month.  Rest assured that we
can perform MIG, TIG and spot welding for your project and
meet all of your product assembly needs.

SPOT WELDING STATION AMADA ID40 257 KVA

Spot Welds to thicknesses: 
•Cold-rolled steel: 3.2+3.2
•Electrogalvanized steel: 3.2+3.2 
•Stainless steel: 3.0+3.0 
•Aluminum: 2.5+2.5

MIG STATION MILLER MILLERMATIC 250X
Welds stainless steel, steel & aluminum

TIG STATION LINCOLN SQUARE WAVE 275

Welds aluminum, stainless steel, mild or high 
carbon steel, magnesium, titanium and various

other metals 



AEI's Mazak Integrex j-200S CNC Multi-Tasking
Machining Center delivers maximum value,
precision and throughput to the production of
your complex medium-sized workpieces.  Our
j-200S makes use of two turning spindles and
a milling spindle to productively process parts
complete for your jobs in single setups with
feed axes:

MULTI-TASKING MACHINING
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Travel (X-Axis) = 17.72 in / 450 mm 

Travel (Y-Axis) = 7.87 in / 200 mm 

Travel (Z-Axis) = 37.79 in / 960 mm

MAZAK INTEGREX j-200S 5-AXIS
MULTI-TASKING MACHINING CENTER

SPECS: 
36 Tool Magazine
Flash Tool
Coolant Temp Control

CAPACITY:
Maximum Swing 20.87 in / 530 mm
Maximum Machining Diameter 19.690 in / 500 mm
Maximum Machining Length 35.820 in / 910 mm

MAIN SPINDLE:
Chuck Size 8 in
Maximum Speed 5000 rpm
Motor Output (40 ED Rating) 20 hp / 11 kw

SECOND SPINDLE:
Chuck Size 8 in
Maximum Speed 5000 rpm
Motor Output (40 ED Rating) 20 hp / 11 kw

MILLING SPINDLE
B-Axis Travel 240°
Magazine Capacity 20
Maximum Speed 12000 rpm
Motor Output (40 ED Rating) 15 hp / 8 kw



AEI's high-performance Super-Speed HAAS
VF-3SSYT Vertical Machining Center provides
the high spindle speeds and ultimate precision
necessary for your high-volume production at
reduced cycle times with travel specifications:

CNC MACHINING 
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HAAS VF3SSYT MACHINING CENTER

TABLE (S.A.E.):
•Length :: 54.0 inches
•Width :: 25.0 inches
•T-Slot Width :: 0.630 inches
•T-Slot Center Distance :: 3.15 inches
•Number of Std T-Slots :: 7
•Max Weight on Table (evenly distributed) :: 1,750 lb.

SPINDLE (S.A.E.):
•Max Rating :: 30.0 HP
•Max Speed :: 12,000 rpm
•Max Torque :: 90 ft-lbf @ 2000 rpm

•Drive System :: Inline Direct-Drive

•Taper :: CT or BT 40

X-Axis = 40.0 inches 

Y-Axis = 26.0 inches 

Z-Axis = 25.0 inches

SPINDLE NOSE TO TABLE (~max):
29.5 inches

SPINDLE NOSE TO TABLE (~min):
4.5 inches



AEI's high-performance Super-Speed HAAS
ST-35Y Turning Center is a big-bore lathe with
Y-axis and live tooling that allows milling,
drilling and tapping for increased capabilities
and creativity for your job.  Our Turning Center
offers a 12-station base mount turret, 18” x 23”
max capacity and a 4.0” bar capacity as well
as these travel specifications:

CNC TURNING & LATHE
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X-Axis = 12.5 inches 

Y-Axis = +/-2.0 inches 

Z-Axis = 23.0 inches

HAAS ST-35Y TURNING CENTER / LATHE

SWING DIAMETER (S.A.E.):
•Over Front Apron :: 31.8 inches
•Over Cross Slide :: 20.8 inches
•Over Tailstock :: 23.0 inches

CAPACITIES (S.A.E.):
•Chuck Size :: 12.0 inches
•Max Cutting Diameter :: 18.0 inches
•Max Cutting Length (without workholding) :: 23.0 inches
•Bar Capacity :: 4.0 inches
•Between Centers :: 30 inches

SPINDLE (S.A.E.):
•Spindle Nose :: A2-8
•Max Rating :: 40.0 HP
•Max Speed :: 3,200 rpm
•Max Torque :: 425 ft-lbf @ 325 rpm

•Spindle Bore ø :: 4.62 inches



PRECISION SAWING

Our cutting and sawing capabilities at AEI Fab center around
our HYDMECH H-230A Horizontal Band Saw that has a split
front vise for material clamping that results in less burr on cut
pieces.  Complete program control of the H-230A enables us
to execute your job precisely as engineered and designed by
our CAD engineers, with up to ten different cutting jobs enabled

at any one time and five in queue.  The H-230A band saw is
also is equipped with a shuttle feed and its shuttle feed assembly
is capable of high speed material indexing up to 19” in a single
stroke.  Driven by a stepper motor controlled by a ball screw
assembly, the H-230A provides quick, accurate cuts for your
job.  At AEI Fab, precision sawing is our guarantee to you.

HYDMECH H-230A HORIZONTAL BAND SAW

•Rectangular Capacity at 90° 9” H x 9” W
•Blade Size :: 1″ x 9’9″
•Blade Drive :: 3 HP VFD
•Operation :: Automatic

AEIFABRICATION



From powder coating to anodizing to silk
screening to engraving/stamping to plating, we
offer a wide variety of metal finishing services
to ensure your product is as perfect as possible.
Our finishing technicians will work with you to
execute the metal finishing technique that is
the perfect choice for your product or project.

Our wide range of epoxy and polyester powder
coatings are made by top-of-the-line paint
manufacturers such as Sherwin Williams,
Tiger, Cardinal, PPG Coating and Dupont.  All
of our powder coatings are available in a wide
range of colors and in gloss, satin, matte, metallic
and textured effects for the most enhanced
resistance to weather and corrosion.

We also offer Type II and Type III anodization
for various grades of aluminum to give your
product flame resistance, increased wear
resistance, corrosion prevention or to simply
offer better aesthetics.

PRODUCT FINISHING
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Our stringent Quality Assurance standards include manage-
ment of the quality of metals used, fabrication processes, com-
ponent assemblies and any services related to the production
and final inspection processes to keep all error-free.  

We put each and every product through our mandated AEI
Quality Check System at every step of the fabrication process
before a product is ready to be labeled 'finished'.  We also take
pride in working shoulder-to-shoulder with you during every
step of your order's process to ensure all requests are met with
100-percent satisfaction every time.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
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AEI Fabrication's Quality Assurance controls also ensure that
the product we create for you is Fit For Purpose, meaning it is
suitable for the intended purpose you've mandated and Right
First Time, meaning we execute your product error-free the first
time.  If you absolutely need your metal product or sheet metal
project created perfectly the first time, trust us to perform.

Think of us as your in-house fabricator & friend in the business.



OUR EQUIPMENT LIST

LASER CUTTING

AMADA LC 3015 F1 NT 6,000 WATT Co2 
Precision Laser Cutting System

MACHINING & TURNING

MAZAK INTEGREX j-200S 5-Axis Multi-Tasking Center

HAAS Super-Speed VF-3SSYT Vertical Machining Center
HAAS High-Performance ST-35Y Turning Center

PUNCHING & STAMPING

AMADA EM 2510 NT 45 Station 4 Auto Index
AMADA PEGA-255 31 Station 3 Auto Index

BENDING & FORMING

AMADA HG 2204 247-Ton Press Brake
AMADA FBD3 1025 NT Press Brake

TWO (2) AMADA RG 8024 Press Brakes

WELDING

AMADA ID40 IV 257 KVA Spot Welding Station
MILLER Millermatic 250X MIG Station

LINCOLN Square Wave 275 TIG Station

SAWING

HYDMECH H-230A Horizontal Band Saw

OTHER EQUIPMENT
Amada 5-2532 8’ shear

Anver UPF-57-AC 1200 lb. Vacuum Lift
National .25 4G Mode # HH9825

Haeger Model 412 Fastener Insertion
Curtis Model RS25A 25HP Compressor 300 Gal Tank

Atlas Copco FX9 Quality Air Solutions Air Dryer
Ingersol Rand Model 2475 80 Gal 7.5HP

Arrow Dryers Model F-35-1 Air Dryer
Delta Drill Press,  20” Production Drill Press

Ryobi BD 4601 Desktop belt sander
Makita Vibrating Sander 5” round
Ryobi Vibrating Sander 5” round

PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

WHAT WE MAKE



Thank you for considering AEI Fab for your metal fabrication or machining  job.

At AEI, we believe that where there is spark, there is energy, creativity and
ingenuity.  Over the past decade we’ve grown from a spark of an idea to
a state-of-the-art 30,000 square-foot facility in Mesa, Arizona that  enables
us to execute a wide variety of fab projects, from metal cutting to machining
to welding to assembly to full-scale, six-figure-plus production runs.

We’ve made the investment and have earned the know-how to cut and
work with all grades of metal up to 1.5-inch thickness.  No job is too complex
and no customer request too extreme for us.

Our ‘can-do’ philosophy is the air our team breathes, we’re ‘Made in the
USA’ and we’ve earned a universal respect from businesses with whom
we’ve worked, whether local, Fortune 2000 or international.  

A relationship with you is of utmost importance to us and we’ll make it our
business to ensure your satisfaction.  All we ask is that you give us a try.
Reach out to me personally any time at Ron@AEIFab.com.

For the entire AEI Fab family, thank you for your consideration.

Ron Kotloff
Founder / CEO

THINK OF US AS YOUR IN-HOUSE FABRICATOR

AIRCRAFT & AEROSPACE   .   ALT ENERGY   .   AUTOMOTIVE

BIG-BOX RETAIL   .   BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION

CELLULAR & COMMUNICATIONS   .   CLOUD TECHNOLOGY

EDUCATION   .   ELECTRIC & SOLAR POWER   .   ENERGY

ENTERTAINMENT   .   GROCERY RETAIL   .   HEALTH CARE

LEASING   .   LOGISTICS   .   MINING   .   MOVING & STORAGE

RAILROAD   .   SEMICONDUCTORS   .   SHIPPING   .   SOLAR

TELECOMMUNICATIONS   .   TRAFFIC SYSTEMS

TRANSPORTATION   .   TRUCKING   .   UTILITIES

UNIVERSITIES   .   WAREHOUSING   .   AND MANY MORE

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
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